In business since 1974, J.Kings Foodservice, located on Long Island is aggressively looking to grow its business with independent pubs, restaurants, hotels, delicatessens and bagel stores in the New York Metro area.

“For over twenty years, we’ve been coming into New York City to serve our customers from the Waldorf Astoria to Carnegie Deli. We’ve built our reputation by delivering complete orders on time at a fair price”, says John King, Founder and Chief Customer Officer at J.Kings.

On Wednesday, January 25, 2012, J. Kings is hosting a Culinary Spectacular at The Manhattan Club @ Rosie O’Grady’s. As one of New York’s best independent restaurateurs, you are cordially invited to discover the difference in distribution. Stop by and see what the largest independent distributor in the New York Metro Area has to offer and how you may benefit from aligning your business with ours. We don't just deliver boxes, we help build your business!

J.Kings Family of Brands:

Tommy Moloneys
Tommy Moloneys line of authentic Irish meat products are carefully handcrafted with special detail to authenticity of Tommy Moloney’s original recipes. It is the only manufacturer in the US that imports traditional Irish spices and uses traditional Irish recipes to replicate the classic taste of true Irish meats.

Mountain Blend Coffee Co.
100% Colombian coffee, flavored coffee, and tea offer wonderfully rich aromas and superior flavors. Complemented by J. Kings complete equipment and service program.

WB Stockyard
J. Kings stocks a complete line of fresh beef, poultry, veal, lamb and pork most of which are cut by skilled butchers at J.Kings USDA meat cutting facility.

Restaurant Row Kitchens
J.Kings has employed chefs with only the most discerning palette to develop its line of chef prepared sandwiches, green salads, prepared salads, comfort food and prepared chicken.

Kitchen Cuts
Kitchen Cuts offers a complete array of ready-to-use processed fruits and vegetables for foodservice and retail applications, including fruit and cheese platters, and pre-cut vegetable mixes.

Cucina Biello
Cucina Biello, a division of J. Kings specializing in Italian imports. You can be dining like Italians without ever needing your passport!

Westbrook Farms
Our Westbrook Farms Produce Division, established in 1989, offers J. Kings customers the finest quality in fresh fruit and vegetables from around the world.

Pro*Act
PRO*ACT, America’s leading distributor of fresh produce to the foodservice industry contracts with leading growers and shippers, providing produce that meets it’s high standards of quality, safety and value.